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Examples of Best Discrete E9 and 
I, Rational Approximations* 
W. FRASER+ 
If F(S) is a rational function which approximates a function S given at 
data points s1 < .‘. < s,, , call it a best II approximation if it provides a 
local minimum of XY, j ,.(xJ -f(xi)!, and a best f2 approximation if it 
provides a iocal minimum of ;fz, [I.(x<) -f(.~~j]“. Let R,, denote the class 
of rational functions with numerators of degree S&J, and denominators 
(LO on [x: , x,,J) of degree <q. A function T(S) in R,,, is degenerate in R,,, 
if it also belongs to R,-k,,_I, for some k ;y 0. 
A theory for discrete rational /I and I, approximations is given by Dunham 
in [l&3], in&ding conditions under which degenerate approximations can be 
best. However, Dunham failed to give any example of best approximation 
except for one where 0 is a best L, approximation [l, p. 310]. The author 
gives here an example of nonuniqueness in II (Example 1). an example in :I 
with a ncnzero degenerate best approximation (Example 2). and au exampie 
in I2 w!Fh the proper number of sign changes (Example 2). These examples 
should be invaluable in testing algorithms for I, and /, approximations. 
EXAMPLE 1. Giveu the following data, look for a best :I approximatjoa 
by a function of the form T(X) = (CI~ A +uji’( i + b,sj: 
s 0 1 2 3 
.f 2 1 1 0 
Since in this case it is possible to find a function of the class which mter- 
polates the data in three points, one such interpolant, I.(X) = (0 - 2x)/(3 f X) 
is tested to see if it provides a minimum. The constant in the denominator 
is taken to be 3 to permit all coefficients to be integers. 
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To carry out the test, let 
yx> = (6 + Aa,) - (2 -t 4)~ 
3 + (I + Abl)X ' 
E(X) = Y(X) --f(x) and E(x) = Y(X) -f(x), and record I? = E + (1’ - r) 





Aff” - Aa, - Ab, 
4 + 4 
An, - 
2 
2Aa, - ; Ab, 
5 + 2Ab, 
3 
Aa, - 3Aa, 
6 + 3Ab, 
There will be a minimum at I.(X) = (6 - 2x)/(3 + SC) if for all sufficiently 
small but otherwise arbitrary choices of da,, Aa,, Ab, , the inequality 
Aa, - 2Aa, - ; Ab, 
> 5 + 2Ab, 
is satisfied. Given E > 0, if Ab, is chosen to satisfy / Ab, / < E, it will be 
sufficient to show that 
1 
Aa, - 2Aa, - ; Ab, 
)1--E 5 
A small computation gives 
; (Aa0 - 2Aq - ; Ab,) 
= 2(~)+~(“” - A:- 3”‘) +Lpoyl). 
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Therefore, 
~ 4a, - 24a, - 94b, 
, 5 
Since for small E, 16/25 . (1 + ~)/(l - 6) < i, the required inequaiity is 
satisfied and P(X) == (6 - 2-x)/(3 + ) ’ x IS a best il approximation. However-, 
r(x) is mt unique since T(X) = (12 - 4x)/(6 - X) also provides a minimum. 
The final example provides both a degenerate best rational !1 approximation 
and a best rational least-squares approximation which does not interpolate 
the approximated function at any point, although it has the required number 
of sign changes. 
EXAMPLE 2. Given the following data, find best lI and iz approximations 
by functions of the form I’(X) = (a, + cr,x)/(l - b,s): 
0 1 2 3 
; 1 2 0 ! 
Consider first the E1 approximation. The degenerate member +) = I of the 
class R,, interpolates f at the two end points, and is a candidate for 
a minimum. Retaining previously used notation, with 
i(x) = 
1 + da, + 4a,.v 
I$-4b,x : 
construct the table 
.u ,f’ i’ ;? E B 
1 2 1 1 + na, + da, - 
1 +db, 
-1 -1+ da, f- Lkzl 46, 
1 + Ab, 
2 o l 1+4ao+24a, 
1 
Aa, + 
l ~ I 
24q - 24b, 
1 + 24b, - 24b, 
3 1 1 I + 4a, i- 340, o 40, f 3Aa, - 3Ab, 
1 + 346, 1 + 34b, 
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The function being tested is a minimum if for ail sufficiently small AN,, 
4 > Ah 3 
Aa, + 2Aa, - 2Ab, da, - Au, - Ab, 
1 + 2Ab, 1 + Ab, 
1 Au, + 3Aa, 346, - < I Aa0 I + 
1 + 3Ab, ’ 
Choose Ab, so that 1 Ab, 1 < l/IO. Then 
Au, + 2Aa, - 2Ab, Au,, + Au, i Ab, 
- 1 +2Ab, 1 +A& 
1 Au, - Ab, - An, Ab, / 
I 1 + 2Ab, / . I 1 + 4 I 
<3. 11+2~b,I~11+~bIl~ WI-4-AaoAbII 
I 1 + 3Ab, I / 1 + 2Ab, / . I 1 + Ab, I 
=3lAa,-Ab,-Aa,Ab,I 1 Au, + 3Aa, - 3Ab, 
1 + 34 I 
- _ 
I 1 1 + 3Ab, 
Aa 
0 
~ Aa, + 3Aa, 346, 
- 
1 + 346, + I Aa0 I- 
The inequality of the test is satisfied and thus I’(X) = 1 is a local minimum 
which provides an example of a degenerate best rational II approximation. 
The least-squares problem for the same data is that of finding I.(.x) = 
(a, + llPx)/(l + b,x) which minimizes S = zi (pi -f;:)‘. The equations 
which must be satisfied by a, , a, , b, in this case are 
(9 C 2 [ 
a, + alxi 
i I + b,x+ 
a, + alxi 
1 + b,xi 
-f,].[ xf Id), 
1 + b,x< 
These equations are satisfied by a, = 13/10, a, = -4 and b, = 0. The 
function f(x) = 13/10 - +X is a member of the class RI1 having the following 
table of values: 
RATIONAL APPROXIMATIONS 
The second derivatives required to test this for a minimum have bee:1 
calcu!a:ed as follows: PS,/8nOg = 8; PS,6a, 6a, = 12: BzSj6a, Sb, = -10: 
lPSi6alz = 28; 62S!6a, lib, = -22; S2Si6b,” = 19.26. The matrix 
is pclsitive definite and thus the function T(X) that has been found is a 
minimum. It does not interpolate f at any point; however, it does have 
three sign changes. 
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